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Incorporating an antique wall clock into your living room decor brings
an aesthetic punch and adds a different vibe to your home. There are
all  sorts  of  classic  antique wall  clocks available online as per  your
preferences.

After  you  buy  your  vintage  wall  clock  online,  add  an  element  by
splashing  contrasting  wall  paints  or  other  whimsical  patterns  for  a
modern touch.

These days,  wall  clocks like the oversized or abstract pattern ones
give a completely different appeal to your home.

Jump down for some exciting ways to infuse antique wall clocks with
your contemporary home decor.

Club ethnic accents with modern décor

A wall clock with a metallic or wood finish can lift the entire look of
your  living  room.  It’s  a  perfect  choice  to  get  a  modern  yet
sophisticated  living  room.  Accentuate  the  look  with  a  hand-
embroidered cushion cover and lamp to add grace and rustic charm.

Decorate your living room with a wall clock with family pics

How about giving a personalised touch to your living room? Create a
customised feature wall  with gorgeous textured wallpaper,  a pretty
looking vintage wall  clock and matching photo  frames placed in  a
sequence.  Make  it  more  meaningful  by  arranging  pictures
chronologically portraying the journey of your life in one glimpse.

It’s a perfect alternative to decorate a spacious living room.
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Marry  a  timeless  timepiece  with  a  black  and  white  colour
scheme

For a vintage touch, try clubbing your vintage metallic wall piece with
oversized  Roman numerals  with  a  white  and black  colour  scheme.
Enliven your contemporary living room with a pristine white panelled
wall to draw all the attention on your timeless wall clock.

How about looking for antique wall clocks online?

Disclaimer:  All shipments are delayed due to nationwide lockdown.
However, we accept orders which will be shipped post lockdown.

Choose a wooden timepiece for a timeless grandeur.

Nothing is better than a rustic looking wall clock. Purchase a medium-
sized wall clock having earthy tones and wooden accents to exude a
timeless  charm to  your  living room interiors.  Doesn't  it  sound and
inviting?

Let's decorate a bit!

Along with aesthetically pleasing art pieces, pair your lonely wall clock
with some fun decorative pieces, gorgeous shelving and fascinating
souvenirs to liven your large room.

We all  know that wall  clocks are one of the most admirable home
decor objects. It's a perfect option for an antique, royal and chic look.
Get  unusual  wall  clock  patterns  to  get  the  perfect  combination  of
quirky and eclectic.
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https://storyathome.com/collections/wall-clocks


Story@Home offers a wide range of stunning, innovative, comfortable
and affordable home furnishing and decor products, including antique
wall clocks online. We believe every home has a story, and we live up
to create beautiful stories for your homes. Take a look at our high-
quality products.
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